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In the past, the application of genetic theory to animal bmzding program has genemlly been 
directed at bqmving the respmse to selection in cme trait or a number of closely related 
traits. These traits were generally those that muld be readily i.mproved by selection. 

In more recent times, geneticists have come to think in term of econaxic improvement of the 
whole herd or flock as a production system. A sequence of logical steps for developing 
breedkq programs has been suggested (e.g. (&n&&am 1976, 1979; Ponmni 19821, sta&.ng 
off with the definition of the pyoduct;icn system and the breeding objective, before going into 
the details of the perfoxmance recoding system. 

CoDlcentrating attention on the wide production system, rather than considering genetic 
dmprowmt in traits as end points per se has several advantages when transfering tWlw 
totheindwtry. lIkmainadvantagesare: 

. A more ecmmklly sound appmach to genetic improvefnent progmus is taken. 

. Faster identification of gaps in -ledge. 

. Greater flexibility in breeding objectives and in the sets of selection 
criteria used for calculating breeding values. 

The devekqmnt of W&PLAN follows this recent approach for establishing breeding programs. 
This paper discusses the curren$ st&us arid anticipated developnents of rJoaswu, together 
with the rpethods used to enawrage its ado&on v&thin the ml industry of Aktralia. 

IKXLFUN is an Australian scheme designed tcj meet the performance record&q needs of ram 
breeders of the Herim and other wool sheep breeds. It is provided as a service I;ry fleece 
testing laboratories, who obtain accreditation frau a am&tee which oversees the scheme. 
‘&is decentralised system is seen as advantageous as breeders only have to &nit samples and 
records to one organisation to obtain results fran a performance recording service. It also 
capital&e5 an the established and well-used services of the major fleece-testing services, 
which agreed to offer KXWLAN results as cme of their standard reports. Launched in March 
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1987, WDOLPLAN ccmpares individual sheep born within the same flock. Canparisons are only 
made between sheep born in the same lambing period aud normally within a single mamgemnt 
group, unless they have been allocated to management groups at randun. 

Vital statistics on fleece testing at KQLFZM-accrhted laboratories and WOOLFUN usage in 
Australia are shown below, for the year ending June 30, 1989: 

Variable 

Rid-side samples tested 436,643 
WLFZAN reports dispatched 1,416 
Reguests for W0XPLAN reports 1,100 (estimate) 
Average number of samples tested per WOOLPLM report 150 (estimate) 

These figures represent a large increase in the number of mid-side samples tested since Fleet 
(1984) reported an annual figure of 200,000. As fleece-testing laboratorjtes do not know for 
certain whether mid-side samples have been taken from rams or ewes, it is difficult to 
estimate the proportion of ram bred that are fleece sample tested. 

Industry opinicm suggests that there has been a large increase in the number of ewes fleece 
sample tested in the last few years. Within the Australian Merino Society, remmmdations 
to test base flock ewes to aid selection of nucleus replacements have led to a large increase 
in the number of ewes being fleece sample tested within the organisation (Wheater, pers axm). 

The introduction of the WCDLFUN service at most fleece-testing laboratories would also have 
contributed to the increase in fleece sample testing, although it is impossible to estimate 
how much. As approximately 1,100 requests for a WCDLFUN report were made in the year ended 
June 30, 1989, the service appears to be fulfilling a valuable function in the eyes of a 
significant number of breeders of rams for wool production. Surveys of breeders are being 
planned to determine how WCQLFUN and performance records in general are being utilised. 

Ponzoni (1987) gives a detailed account of the technical. aspects of KIOLFUN as it was at the 
time of its launch in March 1987. There have already been changes to ecmmic values and the 
assumed phenotypic variances for greasy fleece weight and fibre diameter implemented since the 
launch Ponzoni 1988a) . A recent discovery of lower than expected variance for fibre diameter 
in fine wool Merino sheep has pranpted the developnent of a linear regression adjustment of 
the variance for mean fibre diameter, which is to be implemented in 1990 (Atkins, pers amI. 

WCXIUUN provides estimated breeding values (EBVs) for five traits, clean fleece weight, fibre 
diameter, reproductive rate, body weights of hoggets and mature sheep as well as an index of 
total ecouanic merit canbining the 5 traits. Through the provision of options, WCXDLAN 
enables users to pursue a range of breeding objectives and allows differing amounts of 
information to be used for calculating breeding values. Adjustments to fleece weight and bcdy 
weight data cau be made for age of dam, date and type of birth and for randmly-allocated 
management groups. A sire summary option is now offered, which uses an improved contemporary 
ccmparison approach to calculate EBVs Ponzoni 1988b). 
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A major review of WOOLPLAN is due in 1990. A number of develgments to WCDLPLAN have been 
raised as possibilities for implementation iu the near future (Atkins and Rogau 1986; hewer 
et al. 1986; Formmi 1987). These include: 

. Use of two stage selectim prccedures. 

. Use of performance records on collateral relatives in estiiiting KRVs. 

. Use of other characters as selection criteria in ah index. 

. Basing sire KRVs on performance records of progeny fran more thau one lambing. 

Six of the 11 laboratories offering a WCOLFUN service now use a software program developed 
at the Melbourne College of Textiles. This program has been specifically developed for use 
in a fleece-testing laboratory environment. It is able to import aud export data on diskette. 

Ideally, it would be best if all laboratories used the one software program, or one of two or 
no ore than, say, three. This would make th e implementation of future developments and the 
checking of programs easier. 

The need for a coordinated approach to the prcxnotion and exteusion of WCXXPMN across 
Australia was recognised in 1986 aud the Wool Research and Development Fund granted finance 
for appointing a national coordimtor for three years. Key contacts within each state 
department of agriculture have been established and, together with the national coordinator, 
are implementing a natiohal extension program. Camon to most states has been a division of 
the extension campaign into two sections, one aimed at ram breeders who form the main audience 
for direct wooLpLAN service usage, and the other aimed at the majority of woolgrowers, who 
normally buy their ram replacements. 

Relevant to the issue of technology transfer are the r emmendations of a task force 
commissioned at au Australian Wool Corporation conference on research priorities on sheep 
breeding, held in May 1987. This ‘Mu-a Task Force’ made 5 main recamnendations, which were:- 
the setting up of consultaucy g~~oups of geneticists (on a ‘fee-for-service’ basis), the 
develomnt of schemes canparing animals born in different flocks, the development of low- 
cost artificial insemination techniques for utilising frozen thawed semen, the develomnt of 
easy to read newsletters on advances in animal breeding and genetics techxolcgy for practical 
breeders and the establishment of formal consultations of scientists with industry classers. 

Consultations with individual ram breeders on a ‘fee-for-service’ basis have begun in a number 
of Australian states. Since WOOLZbAW has many available options for breeding objectives and 
selection criteria, this allows the individually-tailored advice given by a consultant to be 
easily followed when breeders have their production records processed. 

Active consultations between scientists and industry classers at workshops will take place in 
all states of Australia during 1990, funded by the Wool Research and Developnent Fund. As for 
develolxnent of newsletters for breeders, nothing formal has yet been attempted. 
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Although extension campaigns on the use of WOOLPLAN have not been going long in sane states, 
it is already apparent that industry demonstration flocks would be of great assistance in 
cmvincing ram breeders and ccmnercial woolgrowers to adopt the technology. Where industry 
flocks have had a long history of signif icaut use of performance records in their breeding 
programs, their success has been used in a limited way as testimonials to use of the 
technology. Bowever, there is a need for more such testimonials, aud for demonstration flocks 
that are continually nmitored for the industry to view. This work needs to be supported by 
industry fuuds, as the design of the trials needed will involve more nwsurements, record 
keeping and extra management casts than would be normal in a camercial breeding program. 

Finally, as the extension campaign on WCC&PLAN progresses, more axnputer software is urgently 
needed to aid the ROOLPUN adviser. There are mly a small number of people in Australia with 
the necessary skills to properly develop scientifically-based breeding programs, so canputer 
software offers a practical way of putting the knowledge of the specialist in the hauds of the 
less-skilled’ advisers whose numbers are greater. Sane advisers working closely with ram 
breeders are also seeking more technical training. 

This work is supported by the Wool Research and Development Council on reccmmda tion by the 
Australian Wool Corporation. Dr R.W. Ponmni and Mr J.R.W. Walkley of the South Australian 
Department of Agriculture made helpful cam&s on earlier versions of this paper. 
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